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Jewish Family Service Association of Cleveland, Ohio
Jewish content is not a separate entity added on to the services of a Jetvish family
agency but rather is an essential ingredient of its clinical practice. Over the past 25 years,
changes within both the Jewish and therapeutic communities have coalesced into an in
creased understanding of the development of Jewish identity as part of the development
of the client's total identity and the role of the Jewish dimension in the therapeutic
process.

E

very Jewish Family Service must find
a way to integrate the Jewish dimen
sion of its practice into the total practice
of the agency. The question is not whether
there is anything Jewish about Jewish Family
Service, but rather how the understanding
of our cfients' Jewish identity affects our
clinical and programmatic work. This article
examines the evolution of thinking on the
Jewish dimension in family service practice
through specific case examples.

fflSTORICAL

treatment of Judith Weinstein-Klein fo
cused thinking on the development of the
self and identity and on issues of attach
ment and loss. The changes in both the
general therapeudc and Jewish communides
coalesced into an increased understanding
of the development of Jewish identity as
part of the development of a total identity
and the place of Jewish content in the
therapeutic process.
In the 1960s the dominant question was
whether or not there was or should be any
difference between a Jewish Family Service
agency and a secular family service agency.
In 1967 Callman Rawley, executive director
of the Minneapolis Jewish Family and
Children's Service, stated that if most
boards of directors were asked what Jewish
family agencies contribute to the Jewish
community, 'They are more likely to con
fess that they feel that a Jewish casework
agency cannot really be justified on Jewish
grounds, but that it doesn't matter. The
agency is here, it docs good work, it is
worth supporting, why upset the apple
cart?" (Rawley, 1967, p. 7 3 ) . He also wrote,
"It is no secret that caseworkers are deeply
suspicious and opposed . . . (to introducing
Jewish content) in the behef that it is anticlinical" (Rawley, 1967, p. 7 5 ) . He urged
that research be done to find the clinical
uses of Jewish content.

PERSPECTIVE

Over the past 1 5 years, the view of the
Jewish dimension of practice has changed
dramatically. That shift has been propelled
by changes in the Jewish community, as
well as by changes in the therapeutic com
munity. In the Jewish community, the ris
ing rate of intermarriage, the emergence
of cults, and concerns about assimilation
forced community agencies to address the
Jewish dimension of their role in dealing
with these issues. In the therapeutic com
munity, object relations theory, self-psy
chology, Mahler's separation-individuation
theories, and the ethnotherapy model of
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Jewish Dimension in Family Agencies
In response to the kind of thinking
about the Jewishness of Jewish Family
Service agencies noted by Rawley, in 1969,
Burton S. Rubin, executive directot of the
Cleveland Jewish Family Service Association
wrote an article entitled "What's Jewish
about Jewish Family Service?" He described
very clearly how the ways in which Jewish
agencies are different from secular agencies
are rooted in Jewish tradition. Rubin ex
plained how the services of Jewish agencies
are based on the concepts of "Tzedekah
and of Chesed" making those services our
right and not only our responsibility. Those
who give the services may also receive them.
Historically in the nonsectarian agency
those who receive are viewed as very sepa
rate from those who give. Their tradition
is looted in Protestant chatity in which the
fortunate give to the less fottunate. Al
though his focus was not clinical, he set
the stage for addressing how those differ
ences affect clinical practice specifically.
By the mid-1970s agencies were begin
ning to look at the Jewish dimension of
theif pfactice as a clinical issue. In 1978
Janet Rosenbefg, director of Group Services
at Jewish Family Service Association in
Cleveland, leported on the staffs examin
ation of how an agency should express its
Jewishness. At that time, discussion of
these issues was shifting from board and
federation levels to staff levels. Rosenberg's
article demonstrated both the diversity of
the staff members' views and theit resis
tance and confusion about how to integrate
Jewish content in practice. Some staff felt
that woikers should be doing more to
combat intermarriage and enhance Jewish
identity in our clienrs. Others felt that
would mean imposing out values on out
clients or compromising our therapeutic
stance.
By the 1980s, the litetature was focused
more and more on clinical issues. In 1981,
Barbara Krasner of Hahnemann Medical
College wrote about how the manner in
which a person expresses his or her Jewish
ness can be used as a diagnostic tool. In
1983, Barbara Breitman, a clinical social
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worker at the Jewish Family and Qiildren's
Agency of Philadelphia, examined the role
of Jewishness and ethnicity in identity for
mation, the impact of minotity gtoup
status on self-esteem, the relationship of
the Jew to the non-Jewish world, the psy
chosocial implications of that relationship
fot individual development and family
functioning, and the ways in which Jewish
issues can surface and be used productively
in treatment.
In an effort to understand the current
view of the Jewish dimension of ptactice
around the country, the authors sent a
questionnaire in 1988 to all the Jewish
Family Service agencies in the United States
and Canada. We received responses from
one-thiid of the agencies. Twenty-two
replies wete received ftom agencies of 10
staff members or less, and 31 were from
agencies with 11 staff members or more.
The responses came from all over the coun
try—from areas such as New York and
Baltimoie, with very large Jewish popula
tions to such areas as Las Vegas with small
Jewish populations. It was very clear that
the respondents no longer felt ambivalent
about whethei thete should be ajewish
dimension to out piactice. The Jewish
dimension was seen as an essential pait of
theii seivice, and all the agencies had some
mechanisms fot ensuring that it was inte
giated into the seivice. The mechanisms
tanged from foimal study groups to classes
to periodic staff meetings to supervision.
All the agencies integiated the Jewish
dimension into a wide lange of setvices in
cluding counseling, although piimaiily in
suppoit and educational gioups.
The shift in the peiception of the Jewish
dimension of piactice has been aided by
the clinical woik of Kohut, Mahlei, Ostiow,
Blanck and Blanck, and many othei theo
rists who have helped move our practice
from a strictly psychodynamically based
piinciple to one that views the develop
ment of the self as a separate developmen
tal line and highlights issues of identity
development and object lelations. One
such issue is how to undeigo the piocess
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of individuation in a way tiiat comes to
terms with how we are different from
others, beginning with our parents but
having implications on a much broader
community level. Another issue relevant
to identity formation is the ability to tol
erate ambivalence and the use of splitting
as a defense, which can define our object
relations, as well as our ability to tolerate
both positive and negative aspects of our
own identity. These clinical issues and
many others have enabled us to begin to
understand the development of Jewish
identity and its meaning for our clients.
From this understanding we are developing
a way of integrating the Jewish dimension
of our practice into our clinical work, which
is the backbone of a Jewish family agency.

JEWISH DIMENSION STUDY GROUP
The Jewish Family Service Association in
Cleveland has had a Jewish dimensions
study group since 1976. It began as a sub
committee of the professional development
committee, which conducted several staff
meetings on the subject. At that point,
there was a lot of resistance and confusion
about how, if at all, Jewish content be
longed in treatment. In 1977, the Jewish
Content Study Committee was made into
a standing agency committee that met bi
monthly. That committee is still in effect
today, but its deliberations have changed
in nature over the years. When it first
started, its staff members spent a great
deal of dme examining their own religious
identity and looking at a variety of specific
agency cases. Over the years the committee
has examined intermarriage and conversion;
the Jewish dimension of life supportive
services; working with the handicapped.
Holocaust survivors, entided cHents, and
the Orthodox; countertransfcrence; differ
ential uses of Jewish content; and identity
formation.
Our study of identity formation has
been most usefiil because it has laid the
foundation for the application of the Jew
ish dimension of practice in a variety of

situations with a variety of clients with
very different needs. As Jewish identity
develops in conjunaion with an individual's
sense of self, one's feeling about oneself
and one's feelings about one's Jewishness
interact and suppon each other. Ambiva
lence about one's sense of self will be
reflected in ambivalence about one's Jew
ishness. If one cannot tolerate ambivalence
and uses splitting as a defense, then one
might either have to totally reject or be
come totally absorbed in one's Jewishness
depending on one's needs at the time. If
one cannot tolerate being different and
separate, one might be very threatened by
the minority status of a Jew and reject
Judaism or flee in the other direction and
view the Gentile world as an enemy.
Most clients fall along a continuum be
tween these extremes. In clinical work,
addressing the Jewish dimension can often
allow issues of identity and self-esteem to
emerge that might otherwise be too well
defended. In supportive services, address
ing the Jewish dimension enhances selfesteem by conneaing with the positive side
of the ambivalence about one's identity.
Several years ago, the name of our study
group was changed from the Jewish Con
tent Study Group to the Jewish Dimension
Study Group. This reflected the change in
the staff members themselves that under
standing these identity issues in ourselves
and our clients had created. The Jewish
dimension became an integral part of our
practice, rather than an add on of Jewish
content to our services. Our group now
acts as a study consultation group for staff
members who would like some help in
applying the Jewish dimension with a par
ticular client or in a program and as a
repository of information regarding the
Jewish dimension in any aspect of our
agency services.
In order to illustrate how the under
standing of Jewish identity is used to facil
itate therapeutic goals, the article next
describes two specific cases: the establish
ment of a Jewish group home for mentally
retarded adults and how Jewish identity
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issues were integrated into tiie treatment
of an adolescent.

A J E W I S H H O M E FOR M E N T A L L Y
RETARDED ADULTS

As a lesult of a 2.-year planning effort by
the Cleveland Jewish Community Fedeta
tion, the Jewish Family Service Association
of Cleveland lesponded to a mandate from
the Jewish community to establish Jewish
gtoup homes fot mentally retarded adults.
The cieation of this program fulfilled the
legitimate expectation that this population
be integrated into all of out Jewish com
munal setvices, i.e., social/tecteational,
vocational, supportive counseling, and
leligious institutions. In other words, the
gtoup homes would tecognize and enhance
the mentally tetaided peison's identity as
ajewish human being.
The diiectof of the ptogtam met over
several sessions with our Jewish Dimension
Committee. From the beginning, it was
clear to our staff that relaredness to the
Jewish community is fundamental to a
Jewish mentally tetarded person's under
standing of who he or she is, just as it is
fot all of us. We acknowledged that being
Jewish is a way of life and that one's Jew
ish ethnic identity affects one's view of the
world and oneself. Ethnicity plays an im
portant role in the foimation of identity,
self-esteem, and sense of belonging. Yet,
foi the mentally tetaided peison issues of
identity ate even mote complex. A stiong,
secuie identity is even moie ciitical foi the
mentally letaided peison who is often ex
cluded from the mainstieam of society and
often has low self-esteem. Theiefote, one
basic goal fot oui gtoup homes was to pro
vide models, stimuli, and settings foi living
out one's Jewish identity. Rituals and ob
servances would reinforce continuity and
connectedness to the Jewish community.
The mission and goals were clear, but
implementing them on a daily basis in a
meaningfiil way took much thought and
discussion. Because the committee had
looked at these issues before, its members
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knew the place to starr was with theii own
feelings. The Jewish membeis of the com
mittee began to leach back to theit child
hood memories. They talked of Shabbat
obseivances at home, Fiiday night chicken
dinneis, the lighting of the candles, the
piayeis, and eating challah. They spoke of
theif lemembiances of attending synagogue
on Shabbat and on holidays, getting diessecl
up, wondeiing when the long seivice would
end, and feeling at home when they lec
ognized ceitain piayeis and music. One
staff membei spoke of living in a mostly
Christian neighboihood and visiting friend;;
at Chiistmastime. She lecalled asking bet
fathei why they did not have a Christmas
tiee and feeling confiised and angiy when
he answeied only, "Because we'ie Jewish."
Once again, the many layers to the dynamic
of being Jewish became evident, as they
had when the staff membeis had exploted
out ambivalent feehngs in other contexts.
The cfiteiia for licensure and funding
for the group homes required that they
admit Chiistian lesidents. Christian staff
began to contemplate how it would be to
live in ajewish home. The committee dis
cussed what expectations thete would be
of Chiistian lesidents, how these mentally
tetaided adults would and could undei
stand the expectations, how we would still
lespect their feligious beliefs, and how
Jewish tesidents would understand the dif
ferences between their religious practices
and those of the Christian lesidents. One
Chiistian staff peison lelated hei attach
ment to a special Cbiistmas blanket that
she only kept on hei bed thiough the
Cbiistmas season and how unhappy she
would be if she wete denied this tiadition.
This led to a recognition that theie ate
ceitain symbols that ate vety petsonal and
lepiesent one's connection to their religion
and ethnicity. On the other hand, theie
are bonds and ties that aie not inhetent in
a paiticulai symbol. Some membeis spoke
of knowing who they weie just because
they know.
Theie was much discussion about main
taining a koshei kitchen in the home. The
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group home staff would be composed of
Jews with varying levels of knowledge about
keeping a kosher kitchen and of Christian
staff who more than likely did not know
how to keep kosher. Some staff felt that
the home must be kosher according to the
strictest religious laws. Others felt that if,
for instance, a family member of a resident
accidently brought in nonkosher food, that
would be alright. Some staff questioned
why the home must be kosher at all if
none of its residents kept kosher. The
committee members realized that the issue
of kashrut was becoming so involved and
complicated because of their own feelings
and beliefs. Kashrut had become a meta
phor for their ambivalent feelings about
how and to what extent to observe their
Jewishness. With that recognition, ulti
mately, it was resolved that a kosher home
does not discriminate against nonkosher or
Christian residents, but a nonkosher home
does discriminate against certain Jews.
Therefore, if the homes were to provide a
residence for any Jewish mentally retarded
individual, they must be strictly kosher.
What else makes a home Jewish? Again,
Jewish staff reached into their own back
grounds. They came up with certain sym
bols, i.e., Mezuzahs on the doors, and
Jewish art as part of the interior decoradon.
They spoke of Shabbat and other holiday
observances both in the home and of trans
porting residents to synagogue. The more
the members talked it became obvious that
each resident's 'Jewishness" had to be ex
plored with the resident and his or her
family and that each home would observe
certain rituals and traditions, adding other
Jewish symbols or ways specific to each
resident's family practice.
What the committee learned through
the process of paying attention to all the
aspects of the Jewish dimension was that
every worker connected with the home
brings his or her own ambivalence and
unresolved feelings. These feelings are
complicated and can prevent staff from
thinking clearly about day-to-day issues, as
well as the operation of the entire pro

gram. In addition, every resident and their
family bring their own ideas, feelings, and
expectations. For example, some parents
want a Jewish home for their adult men
tally retarded son or daughter as a way to
keep their child connected to them while
giving him or her up. For these families,
Jewishness may become a metaphor for
their feelings about separation.
This case example is a good illustration
of a family's feelings and expectations
about the Jewish dimension of the group
homes.
Barry, aged 1 5 , had lived with his parents
before moving into the group home. His
mother died and his father was ill and aging.
Barry's father was terribly lonely and isolated,
and he only allowed Barry to move into the
home during a medical crisis of his own.
Barry's father recovered enough to have Barry
home for Shavuot. Many residents go home
on the holidays, and a clear plan was made
with Barry and his father for Barry to go
home for only one night and one day. The
following day, Barry's father called to say
that he celebrates Shavuot for 2. days, some
thing he had not mentioned when the plan
was made. He said he wanted to keep Barry
with him for another day. He spoke to a
Jewish staff person who felt uncertain of her
knowledge of this holiday's observance. She
got confused and feared she might insult this
man's religious beliefs. "Oh" she thought,
"it's what I've been worrying about. I'm not
Jewish enough to work in a Jewish group
home." She quickly told Barry's father he
could keep him another day. This is what is
meant by how staff members' feelings can
affect their best clinical judgment. The fact
that Barry's father had not mentioned need
ing X days for Shavuot when the plan was
originally made indicates that the issue was
related more to separating from Barry once
he was home than to religious observance.

The issues and their meaning are often
difficult to sort out when they are con
nected to the Jewish dimension. Staff must
be truly alert to how religious beliefs can
be metaphors for other conflicted feelings.
Each staff person must continually assess
the Jewish identity issues for themselves
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and their clients in otder to understand
the different levels at which these identity
issues affect the therapeutic process. To
fully assess the Jewish dimension, we cannot
only intellectualize about what is Jewish
according to specific rules and standards.
We must be sensitive to what a Jewish
home means to each of us and what a
Jewish home means to our clients.

AMBIVALENCE AND JEWISH IDENTITY
FOR AN ADOLESCENT
The following case example illusttates
issues of ambivalence and identity.
Julie R., aged 16, was brought to the Jew
ish Family Service Association by her mother
who was concerned that Julie had never ad
justed to or accepted her parents' divorce
that had occurred 4 years ago. Julie was the
second and only girl of three siblings. Her
father was a Catholic businessman, and her
mother was ajewish social worker. Julie was
raised as a Jew.
In the initial sessions, Julie, who was a
very bright verbal teen, spoke of her close
relationship with her mother whom she
idealized. Her father was about to marry
again, and Julie verbalized that she liked
her future stepmother. She visited her father
fairly often, but felt distant from him. She
described him as sometimes undependable,
difficult to talk to, and rarely aware or in
terested in how she felt —unlike her mothet.
She said she had easily accepted the divorce
at age 11, but was now thinking how unfair
it was. They had moved from a wealthy
suburb to a lower-income suburb. Their
home was much smaller and did not have
the amenities, such as central air condition
ing, that her former home had. She had
thought that this did not bother her, but
now it does. She used to like the man her
mother had been dating for the past 2.V2
years, but now she realized he drank too
much. She kept thinking of how shocked
and upset she was when her parents told
her they planned to divorce—thoughts and
feelings she had repressed for years.
Julie was an A and B student, and was
socially active with friends from school, as
well as ajewish youth group. She had played
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violin since age 10 and was involved m school
clubs and sports activities.
As the work progressed, I assessed the
major issue as Julie struggling with separation
from her mother, which was an especially
difficult task because her mother, who had
barely separated from her own parents, was
not helping her individuate. Julie had no
sense of this struggle or insight into why she
was becoming so angry about her parent's
divorce now.
I began to explore with Julie the relocation
of homes 4 years ago. This led to her talking
of how she had attended a Reform syna
gogue during the time her parents were
married. At the divorce, less than a year
away from her Bat Mitzvah, her mother
joined a Conservative synagogue. Julie felt
lost with so much Hebtew at services, and
the wearing of yarmulkes and tallit, and feli:
that her new peers seemed to know more
about Judaism than she did. These recollec
tions led to Julie getting in touch with how
her father had never participated in attend
ing synagogue. He seemed uninvolved at
seders and on Shabbat, but came alive when
the family invited his relatives at Christmas
time. At this point in treatment, Julie asked
her father why he had agreed to the chil
dren being raised Jewish. He responded at
length and with much emotion. He told her
that his upbringing had not been particularly
religious, and he thought it would be fine
to go along with Mrs. R's desires regarding
the religious choice for their children. Yet,
as each child was bom, he regrerted more
and more their being Jewish. He told Julie
he loved them all, but the pain of his own
children being of a different religion than
his was often unbearable. Julie began to
understand that some of his distance had to
do with his disappointment that a part of
their identity was not his.
Julie spoke of how she felt that she was
not a whole person. A whole person had one
religion, and although she felt and believed
herself to be a Jew, she was not one totally.
She felt like rwo people who would never
be reconciled.
As more issues evolved from her religious
identity, Julie began to see the "two people"
in her were really all part of ^er—some of
mother, some of father, and some of her
own. She looked at who she was, and what
she wanted to be—separate and apan from
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both parents—and began to talk of how
hard it is to grow up.
Of course, there are many issues to be
looked at in this case example. Neither
parent had fully sorted through his or her
religious identity. Mr. R. had never dealt
with or even acknowledged the tremendous
feelings of loss connected with his agree
ment to rear his children outside his own
religion. Mrs. R., as she did with many
life issues, never spoke to Julie about her
religious identity and just assumed that if
she told her she was Jewish, she was.
The issue of individuation ties in with
her parents' contrasting personalities, as
well as their different religious identities.
How could Julie individuate when she was
so fragmented? Julie's feeling like "two
people" who will never be reconciled is a
metaphor for her parents' very separate
identities and for the divorce. In her fam
ily, important issues are not talked about
in the hope they will go away. An unspo
ken theme is: your mother and father are
totally different people—whose side are
you on? Because of her father's seeming
indifference and her mother's smothering
closeness, Julie had chosen her mother's
side. But then, she was ready to grow up
and to be separate, and the three people
inside her —her mother, her father, and
her—had to be reconciled.
In this case the family did not come to
Jewish Family Service Association around a
Jewish issue. Because of the many facets in
this situation, the clinical process could
have centered on any number of areas. It
was the therapist's extreme sensitivity to
the Jewish dimension, which was so readily
available to reflettion for Julie, that enabled

this adolescent to explore other develop
mental and identity issues.

CONCLUSION
No Jewish Family Service agency, regardless
of size, has to justify the use of Jewish
content in its practice. Today, we can ac
cept the value and importance of Jewish
content as an enhancement of practice,
both programmatically and clinically. Jew
ish content is not a separate entity added,
on to our services, but an essential ingre
dient. To ignore it is hke making chicken
soup without chicken, blintzes with no
filling, borscht without beets. If Jewish
content issues are not addressed, a compo
nent of who the clients are is missed,
thereby diminishing the stafPs and their
understanding of their totality as persons.
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